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â€œRubber moves through me until every cell is coated, every nerve insulated; every part of me

rubberised and assimilated. The process is slow, purposeful, unrelenting, and irreversible - and it

feels like slowly drowning in a rising black tide of ecstasy.â€•These stories weave tales of delicious

perversity, unrelenting transformations, heady submission, and willingly given surrender. They

speak of masculinity and hunger - of bondage, hypnosis, pup-play and water-sports... They tell of

men released from their limitations to test and push and explore at the very limits of experience and

play - and all are wrapped within a seductively hypnotic skin of rubber and leather...â€œintensely

erotic fantasies, throbbing with hypnotic intensity and loaded with 'phwoar' factor...â€•Shaz, Larton
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'Assimilation' is a unique and personal view into a growing segment of the fetish scene. The stories

give an insider's look into the fascination and appeal of latex gear and clothing, accompanied by

amazingly erotic scenes and fantasies. The stories progress from the joy of discovery through the

darkest of desires, giving something for everyone with an interest in latex and rubber as a part of the



overall BDSM experience.

I've been a bootbrush fan for several years now--and via mutual forums, websites, e-mails I've been

treated to his incredibly insightful, highly intelligent, and superbly erotic writing. To finally have a

volume of his work available is just what the latex doctor ordered!

I enjoy seeing the extremes of kinky creative fantasizing externalized and presented. Let the many

people out there who have similar unusual predilections know that there are others who think

similarly or differently enough to intrigue.

I loved this book. It was one of the best books I have read on the subject. Plenty of ideas.
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